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the output of the learning system and the other is the target. In this paper, improving the efﬁciency
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usual Mean Square Error (MSE) minimization principle is substituted by the minimization of Shan-
non Entropy (SE) of the differences between the multilayer perceptions output and the desired tar-
get. These two cost functions are studied, analyzed and tested with two different activation
functions namely, the Cauchy and the hyperbolic tangent activation functions. The comparative
approach indicates that the Degree of convergence using Shannon Entropy cost function is higher
than its counterpart using MSE and that MSE speeds the convergence than Shannon Entropy.
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lsevier1. Introduction
Artiﬁcial Neural Networks (ANNs) has been a hot topic in
recent years in cognitive science, computational intelligence
and intelligent information processing [1–7]. They have
emerged as an important tool for classiﬁcation. The recent vast
research activities in neural classiﬁcation have established that
neural networks are a promising alternative to various conven-
tional classiﬁcation methods [8,9]. On the other hand, a Neural
Network is a well known as one of powerful computing tools
to solve optimization problems. Due to massive computing
unit neurons and parallel mechanism of neural network
198 H.A.K. Radyapproach it can solve the large-scale problem efﬁciently and
optimal solution can be obtained [10]. The advantage of neural
networks lies in the following theoretical aspects. First, neural
networks are data driven self-adaptive methods in that they
can adjust themselves to the data without any explicit speciﬁ-
cation of functional or distributional form for the underlying
model. Second, they are universal functional approximators
in that neural networks can approximate any function with
arbitrary accuracy. Third, neural networks are nonlinear mod-
els, which makes them ﬂexible in modeling real world complex
relationships. Finally, neural networks are able to estimate the
posterior probabilities, which provides the basis for establish-
ing classiﬁcation rule and performing statistical analysis.
The feedforward neural network [11–15] is the simplest
(and therefore, the most common) ANN architecture in terms
of information ﬂow direction. Many of neural network archi-
tectures are variations of the feedforward neural network [16].
Backpropagation (BP) is the most broadly used learning meth-
od for feedforward neural networks [17,11,18,14]. There are
two practical ways to implement the Backpropagation algo-
rithm: batch updating approach and online updating
approach. Corresponding to the standard gradient method,
the batch updating approach accumulates the weight correc-
tion over all the training samples before actually performing
the update. On the other hand, the online updating approach
updates the network weights immediately after each training
sample is fed [1,19].
Information theory is commonly used in coding and com-
munication applications and more recently, it has also been
used in classiﬁcation. In information theoretic classiﬁcation,
a learner is viewed as an agent that gathers information from
some external sources. Information theoretic quantities have
been widely used for future extraction and selection [20]. As
deﬁned in information theory, entropy is a measure of the
uncertainty of a particular outcome in a random process
[1,21]. The entropy of a random variable is a measure of the
uncertainty of the random variable; it is a measure of the
amount of information required on the average to describe
the random variable. Entropy is a nonlinear function to repre-
sent information we can learn from unknown data. In the
learning process, we learn some constraints on the probability
distribution of the training data from their entropy.
Usually error backpropagation for neural network learning
is made using MSE as the cost function [22]. During the learn-
ing process, the ANN goes through stages in which the reduc-
tion of the error can be extremely slow. These periods of
stagnation can inﬂuence learning times. In order to resolve this
problem, the MSE are replaced by entropy error function
[23,8,24]. Simulation results using this error function shows a
better network performance with a shorter stagnation period.
Accordingly, our purpose is the use of the minimization of
the error entropy instead of the MSE as a cost function for
classiﬁcation purposes. Let the error e(j) = T(j)  Y(j) repre-
sent the difference between the target T of the j output neuron
and its output Y, at a given time t. The MSE of the variable e(j)
can be replaced by its EEM counterpart.
MSE has been a popular criterion in the training of all
adaptive systems including artiﬁcial neural networks. The
two main reasons behind this choice are analytical tractability
and the assumption that real-life random phenomena may be
sufﬁciently described by second-order statistics. The Gaussian
probability density function (pdf) is determined only by itsﬁrst- and second-order statistics, and the effect of linear
systems on low order statistics is well known. Under these lin-
earity and Gaussianity assumptions, further supported by the
central limit theorem, MSE, which solely constrains second-or-
der statistics, would be able to extract all possible information
from a signal whose statistics are solely deﬁned by its mean
and variance [25]. On the other hand, MSE can extract all
the information in the data provided that the dynamic system
is linear and the noise is Gaussian distributed. However, when
the system becomes nonlinear and the noise distribution is
non-Gaussian, MSE fails to capture all the information in
the error sequences. In this case an alternative criterion is
needed in order to achieve optimality. Entropy is a natural
extension beyond MSE since entropy is a function of probabil-
ity density function (pdf), which considers all high order statis-
tics [26]. Various optimization techniques were suggested for
improving the efﬁciency of error minimization process or in
other words the training efﬁciency [27,28].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work
is outlined in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the Multilayer
Backpropagation Neural Networks. Section 4 introduces the
Mean Square Error. Shannon Entropy was discussed and ana-
lyzed in Section 5. Simulated results were discussed in Section
6 for Shannon Entropy and in Section 7 for Mean Square
Error. Section 8 compares Shannon Entropy and MSE. Final-
ly Conclusions are outlined in Section 9.2. Related work
Entropy, which is introduced by Shannon, is a scalar quantity
that provides a measure for the average information contained
in a given probability distribution function. By deﬁnition,
information is a function of the pdf; hence, entropy as an opti-
mality criterion extends MSE. When entropy is minimized, all
moments of the error pdf (not only the second moments) are
constrained. The entropy criterion can generally be utilized
as an alternative for MSE in supervised adaptation, but it is
particularly appealing in dynamic modeling [25]. MSE can ex-
tract all the information in the data provided that the dynamic
system is linear and the noise is Gaussian distributed. How-
ever, when the system becomes nonlinear and the noise distri-
bution is non-Gaussian, MSE fails to capture all the
information in the error sequences. Entropy is a natural exten-
sion beyond MSE since entropy is a function of probability
density function (pdf), which considers all high order statistics
[26].
Many researchers introduces the theoretical concepts of
using Error Entropy Minimization as a cost function for arti-
ﬁcial Neural Networks. In [26], Xu et al. discusses the informa-
tion theoretic learning and states that entropy, which measures
the average information content in a random variable with a
particular probability distribution was previously proposed
as a criterion for supervised adaptive ﬁlter training and it
was shown to provide better neural network generalization
compared to MSE. In [22], Alexandre and Sa introduces the
Error Entropy Minimization approach to replace the MSE,
as the cost function of a learning system, with the entropy of
the error. They discusses the theoretical basis of the Renyi’s
quadratic entropy. In their experimental results, they used
three values of Learning rates which are 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 with
MSE and EEM for different smoothing parameters and they
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experimental results differ from our methodology. We used
different activation functions as well as different learning rates.
They used a recurrent Neural Networks, but I used Backprob-
agation Neural Networks.
Silva et al. in [29], introduces the concepts of Neural Net-
work Classiﬁcation using Shannon’s Entropy with a variable
learning rate. They used the EEM algorithm with Shannon En-
tropy that performed very well when compared to MSE and
Cross Entropy. Their results show the effectiveness of entropic
criteria, in particular Shannon’s Entropy, as cost functions in
classiﬁcation tasks. In [21], Erdogmus et al. discusses the
Quadratic Entropy Estimator. In [30], Erdogmus et al. also
proposed a cost function that tries to minimize the MSE, while
it pays attention to maintaining the variation between consec-
utive errors small. In [31], William and Hoffman investigates
Error Entropy and MSE Minimization for lossless Image. In
[25], Erdogmus and Principe, says that, we propose minimiza-
tion of error entropy as a more robust criterion for dynamic
modeling and an alternative to MSE in other supervised learn-
ing applications using nonlinear systems such as nonlinear sys-
tem identiﬁcation with neural networks. In [32], Bromiley et al.
studied and compared Shannon Entropy, Renyi’s Entropy,
and Information.
3. Multilayer Backpropagation Neural Networks
The Artiﬁcial Neural Networks are known as the ‘‘universal
approximators’’ and ‘‘computational models’’ with particular
characteristics such as the ability to learn or adapt, to organize
or to generalize data [33]. Up-to-date designing a (near) opti-
mal network architecture is made by a human expert and
requires a tedious trial and error process [16,34,35,7]. On the
other hand, they are simpliﬁed mathematical approximations
of biological neural networks in terms of structure as well as
function. In general, there are two aspects of ANN function-
ing: (1) the mechanism of information ﬂow starting from the
presynaptic neuron to postsynaptic neuron across the network
and (2) the mechanism of learning that dictates the adjustment
of measures of synaptic strength to minimize a selected cost or
error function (a measure of the difference between the ANN
output and the desired output). Research in these areas has re-
sulted in a wide variety of powerful ANNs based on novel for-
mulations of the input space, neuron, type and number of
synaptic connections, direction of information ﬂow in the
ANN, cost or error function, learning mechanism, output
space, and various combinations of these [16,36].
One of the most commonly used supervised Artiﬁcial Neu-
ral Network (ANN) model is backpropagation network that
uses backpropagation learning algorithm [37–39]. Backpropa-
gation algorithm is one of the well-known algorithms in neural
networks. It is one of the most common supervised training
methods [40]. Training is usually carried out by iterative
updating of weights based on minimizing the Mean Square
Error. In the output layer, the error signal is the difference
between the desired and the output values. Then the error
signal is fed back through the steepest descent algorithm to
the lower layers to update the weights of the network. The
weights of the network are adjusted by the algorithm such that
the error is decreased along a descent direction. Traditionally,
two parameters, called learning rate and momentum factor,are used for controlling the weight adjustment along the
descent direction and for dampening oscillations. However,
the convergence rate of the BP algorithm is relatively slow,
especially for networks with more than one hidden layer.
The reason for this is the saturation behavior of the activation
function used for the hidden and output layers. Since the out-
put of a unit exists in the saturation area, the corresponding
descent gradient takes a very small value, even if the output er-
ror is large, leading to very little progress in the weight adjust-
ment. The Backpropagation algorithm may be described with
the following three steps, which have to be applied several
times in an iteration.
1. Forward computation of input signal of training sam-
ple and determination of neural network response.
2. Computation of an error between desired response and
neural network response.
3. Backward computation of the error and calculation of
corrections to synaptic weights and biases [36,30].
3.1. Activation functions
The activation function can adjust the step, position and
mapping scope simultaneously, so it has stronger non-linear
mapping capabilities [41,33]. Activation function in a back-
propagation network deﬁnes the way to obtain output of a
neuron given the collective input from source synapses. The
Backpropagation algorithm requires the activation function
to be continuous and differentiable. The following two
activation functions were proposed and used in our simulated
results [36].
3.1.1. The hyperbolic tangent function
FðvÞ tanhðvÞ ¼ expðvÞ  expðvÞ
expðvÞ þ expðvÞ ð1Þ
The limiting values of this function are 1 and +1.
The derivative of F() with respect to v is
F0ðvÞ ¼ sech2ðvÞ ¼ ½1 tanh2ðvÞ
¼ ½1 F2ðvÞ ½1 FðvÞ½1þ FðvÞ ð2Þ
For a neuron j located in the output layer
dj ¼ ð1OjÞð1þOjÞðTj OjÞ ð3Þ
For a neuron j located in the hidden layer
dj ¼ ð1OjÞð1þOjÞ
X
k
dkwjk ð4Þ
where dk is the error gradient at unit k to which a connection
points from hidden unit j.
3.1.2. The Cauchy distribution function
The formula for the cumulative distribution function for the
Cauchy distribution is:
FðvÞ ¼ 0:5þ 1
p
tan1v ð5Þ
F0ðvÞ ¼ 1
p
1
1þ tan2FðvÞ
 
ð6Þ
200 H.A.K. RadyFor a neuron j located in the output layer
dj ¼ 1pð1þ tan2OjÞ ðTj OjÞ ð7Þ
For a neuron j located in the hidden layer
dj ¼ 1pð1þ tan2OjÞ
X
k
djwjk ð8Þ
where dk is the error gradient at unit k to which a connection
points from hidden unit j.
3.2. Learning rates
Learning rate is one of the parameters which governs how fast
a neural network learns and how effective the training is. The
learning rate (g) is the conventional BP learning rule is a deci-
sive factor in regard to the size of the weights adjustments
made at each iteration and hence affects the convergence rate.
Nevertheless, the best choice of g is problem dependent and
may need some trial-and-error before a good choice is found.
If the chosen value of g is too large for the error surface, the
search path will oscillate about the ideal path and converge
more slowly than a direct descent, on the other hand, if the
chosen value of g is too small, the descent will progress in very
small steps signiﬁcantly increasing the total time to conver-
gence [42].
4. Mean Square Errors
In statistics, the Mean Squared Error (MSE) of an estimator is
one of many ways to quantify the amount by which an estima-
tor differs from the true value of the quantity being estimated.
MSE measures the average of the square of the ‘‘error.’’ The
error is the amount by which the estimator differs from the
quantity to be estimated. The difference occurs because of ran-
domness or because the estimator does not account for infor-
mation that could produce a more accurate estimate.
The Least Mean Square LMS cost function has been used
more frequently than any alternative cost function in Neural
Networks. It yields good performance with large data bases
on real world. LMS error cost function is the most often used
error function despite being criticized for its lack of conver-
gence speed and a higher possibility of being trapped in a local
minima in the network training process [8].
For the general multi-class in Multilayer Neural Networks,
let us consider the problem of assigning an input vector x=
{xi: i= 1, . . . ,D} to one of M classes {ci: i= 1,2, . . . ,M}. Let
ci denote the corresponding class of x, {yi(x): i= 1,2, . . . ,M}
the outputs of the network, and {di: i= 1,2, . . . ,M} the target
outputs for all output nodes. With the least mean square cost
function, the network parameters are chosen to minimize the
following:
D ¼ E
XM
i¼1
½yiðxÞ  di2
( )
ð9Þ
where E{Æ} is the expectation operator. Denoting the joint
probability of the input and the ith class by p(x,ci), we obtain
D ¼
Z XM
j¼1
XM
i¼1
½yiðxÞ  di2
( )
pðx; ciÞdx ð10ÞSubstituting p(x, ci) = p(ci|x)p(x) in Eq. (10) gives:
D ¼
Z XM
j¼1
XM
i¼1
½yiðxÞ  di2pðcijxÞ
( )
pðxÞdx
¼ E
XM
j¼1
XM
i¼1
½yiðxÞ  di2pðcjjxÞ
( )
ð11Þ
¼ E
XM
j¼1
XM
i¼1
½y2i ðxÞpðcjjxÞ  2yiðxÞdipðcjjxÞ þ d2i pðcjjxÞ
( )
ð12Þ
But since, y2i ðxÞ is a function only of x and
PM
j¼1pðcjjxÞ ¼ 1, we
obtain
D ¼ E
XM
i¼1
½y2i ðxÞ  2yiðxÞ
XM
j¼1
dipðcjjxÞ þ
XM
j¼1
d2i pðcjjxÞ
( )
¼ E
XM
i¼1
½y2i ðxÞ  2yiðxÞEfdijxg þ Efd2i jxg
( )
ð13Þ
¼ E
XM
i¼1
½yiðxÞ  Efdijxg2
( )
ð14Þ
¼ E
XM
i¼1
½yiðxÞ  Efdijxg2
( )
þ E
XM
i¼1
varfdijxg
( )
ð15Þ
where varfdijxgEfd2i jxg  E2fdijxg is a conditional variance of
D is achieved by choosing network parameters to minimize the
ﬁrst term of Eq. (15) which is simply the mean-squared error
between the network output yi(x) and the conditional expecta-
tion of the target outputs. Thus, when network parameters are
chosen to minimize a LMS cost function, outputs estimate the
conditional expectation of the target outputs so as to minimize
the mean squared error [8].
5. Shannon’s entropy error function
In 1948 Shannon introduced a general uncertainty measure on
random variables which takes different probabilities among
states into account. For a discrete random variable x,
Shannon’s entropy is deﬁned as [29,32]:
HðxÞ ¼ 
X
x
fðxÞlog2fðxÞ ð16Þ
here f is the probability distribution of x. For a continuous
random variable x, Shannon Entropy is deﬁned as [43]:
HðxÞ ¼ 
Z 1
1
fðxÞ log fðxÞdx ð17Þ
where f is the probability density function of x.
In order to compute the Shannon Entropy of the error one
must choose a value for the smoothing parameter in the Parzen
Window method, that is best suited for a speciﬁc data set
[30,44,27]. The value of the smoothing parameter is always
experimentally selected. One of the problems of pdf estimation
using the Parzen Window method, besides the choice of the
kernel, is the choice of the smoothing parameter h. The Parzen
window estimator does not assume any functional form of the
unknown pdf, as it allows its shape to be entirely determined
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The pdf is estimated by placing a well-deﬁned kernel function
on each data point and then determining a common width de-
noted as the smoothing parameter. In Parzen windowing, the
pdf is approximated by a sum of even, symmetric kernels
whose centers are translated to the sample points. A suitable
and commonly used Kernel function is the Gaussian. The
Gaussian function is preferable because it is continuously dif-
ferentiable, and therefore the sum of Gaussian functions is
continuously differentiable on the space of real vectors of
any dimension [31,45].
5.1. Shannon Entropy for multilayer perceptrons
Consider a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) with one hidden
layer with output y and a target variable (class membership
for each example in the dataset), t. for each example we mea-
sure the error using e(n) = t(n)  y(n), n= 1,2, . . . ,N where N
is the total number of examples. We only consider the two-
class problem; thus we set t 2 {1,1}. The proposed Back-
propagation algorithm does not use expression (17) directly
as a cost function, but, instead it uses a Shannon’s entropy esti-
mator with mean square consistency given by
H^ðEÞ ¼  1
N
XN
n¼1
log f^ðeðnÞÞ ð18Þ
where E is the error (difference) random variable. For the esti-
mation of f(x) we use the nonparametric kernel estimator
f^ðeðnÞÞ ¼ 1
Nh
XN
n¼1
K
eðnÞ  eðlÞ
h
 
ð19ÞFigure 1 Actual output and Shannon Error Entropy using differen
iterations. Smoothing parameter h= 0.01.where h is the smoothing parameter (bandwidth) of the Stan-
dard Gaussian Kernel K given by
KðxÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p exp  1
2
x2
 
ð20Þ
from (18) and (19) we ﬁnd that
H^ðEÞ ¼  1
N
XN
n¼1
log
1
Nh
XN
l¼1
K
eðnÞ  eðlÞ
h
 
ð21Þ
From (20) and (21) we ﬁnd that:
H^ðEÞ ¼  1
N
XN
n¼1
log
1
Nh
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
XN
l¼1
e 
1
2
eðnÞeðlÞ
hð Þ2
 
ð22Þ6. Simulated results for Shannon Entropy
In this section, the Shannon Entropy was used as a cost func-
tion. Two different activation functions and different learning
rates were used to compare the results as follows.
Fig. 1a shows the actual outputs using the different learning
rates shown in the ﬁgure as an increasing sequences using
Shannon Entropy and Cauchy activation function for the last
10 iterations. At the beginning of these iterations, we ﬁnd that
degree of convergence at learning rate (LR) = 0.1 is larger
than the degree of convergence at LR = 0.2 which is greater
than LR = 0.3 which is greater than its counterpart using
LR = 0.4. At the last iteration, we ﬁnd that the four points
nearly coincide. Fig. 1b shows the Shannon Error Entropy
(SEE) using Cauchy activation function at different learning
rates for the last 10 iterations. They represent a decreasing
sequences towards the stopping criterion = 0.01. At thet learning rates and Cauchy activation function for the last 10
Table 1 Comparing degree of convergence, number of iterations and Shannon Error Entropy for different learning rates using Tanh
and Cauchy activation functions.
Comparing Tanh and Cauchy activation function using Shannon Error Entropy
Learning rate Degree of convergence % Number of iterations Shannon Error Entropy
Tanh Cauchy Tanh Cauchy Tanh Cauchy
0.1 98.026186 98.0231 343 2782 0.00891643 0.009919
0.2 98.0266689 98.0273 81 335 0.008757602 0.008549
0.3 98.0468748 98.029 56 190 0.002146134 0.007977
0.4 98.1310499 98.0278 62 161 0.024664148 0.00838
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iteration, SEE at learning rate = 0.1 < SEE at learning
rate = 0.2 < SEE at learning rate = 0.3 < SEE at learning
rate = 0.4.
Table 1 compares the degree of convergence, number of
iterations and Shannon Error Entropy for different learning
rates shown in the table with Tanh and Cauchy activation
functions. The table shows that:
1. The maximum degree of convergence = 98.1310499
using Tanh activation function for learning rate = 0.4,
witch speeds the convergence rate (number of
iterations = 62).
2. For learning rate = 0.1, the Cauchy activation func-
tion produces maximum number of iterations (slowing
the convergence rate).
3. For different learning rates, the Tanh activation func-
tion speeds the convergence rate than using Cauchy
activation function.Figure 2 Actual outputs and SEE using Cauchy and Tanh Activa
learning rate = 0.3, h= 0.01.Fig. 2a shows an increasing sequence of the actual outputs
for the last 10 iterations using Cauchy and Tanh activation
functions. At the beginning of these iterations, the actual out-
put using Cauchy activation function is more converged than
using Tanh activation function until the last iteration were
the two actual outputs nearly coincide. Fig. 2b shows a
decreasing sequence for Shannon Error Entropy using both
Cauchy and Tanh activation functions until the stopping crite-
ria met. At the beginning of these iterations, the SEE using
Cauchy activation function is low than its counterparts using
Tanh activation function.
Table 2 shows an increasing sequence of the degree of con-
vergence for learning rate = 0.1 and learning rate = 0.2 for
Cauchy activation function. At the last iteration, the degree
of convergence for learning rate = 0.2 is higher than its coun-
terpart using learning rate = 0.1.
Table 3 shows the degree of convergence and Shannon
Error Entropy for the last 10 iterations for learning rate = 0.3
and smoothing parameter = 0.01. From the table, we ﬁnd thattion Functions for the last 10 iterations – Shannon Entropy for
Table 2 Degree of convergence and Shannon Error Entropy using learning rate = 0.1, 0.2. Smoothing parameter h= 0.01 and
Cauchy activation function.
Using Cauchy activation function – Shannon Entropy
Degree of convergence % Degree of convergence % Shannon Error Entropy
IT. No. LR = 0.1 IT. No. LR= 0.2 LR= 0.1 LR= 0.2
2772 98.0195453 325 97.9802508 0.011104711 0.024203534
2773 98.0199458 326 97.9856377 0.010972519 0.022392591
2774 98.0203461 327 97.9909837 0.010840435 0.020600173
2775 98.0207461 328 97.9962893 0.010708457 0.018826004
2776 98.0211459 329 98.0015551 0.010576586 0.017069812
2777 98.0215455 330 98.0067814 0.010444823 0.01533133
2778 98.0219448 331 98.0119688 0.010313165 0.013610299
2779 98.0223439 332 98.0171178 0.010181615 0.011906461
2780 98.0227427 333 98.0222287 0.010050171 0.010219566
2781 98.0231413 334 98.0273022 0.009918833 0.008549368
Table 3 Degree of convergence and Shannon Entropy Error using Cauchy and Tanh activation functions for the last 10 iterations
where LR = 0.3 and the smoothing parameter = 0.01.
Shannon Entropy for the last 10 iterations with learning rate = 0.3
Degree of convergence % Degree of convergence % Shannon Error Entropy
IT. No. Cauchy IT. No. Tanh Cauchy Tanh
180 97.9577778 46 97.4930825 0.031810609 0.207974248
181 97.9660596 47 97.568692 0.028997422 0.176859505
182 97.9742467 48 97.6401721 0.026227664 0.148320265
183 97.9823408 49 97.7078228 0.023500361 0.122094312
184 97.9903435 50 97.7719152 0.020814569 0.097951467
185 97.9982566 51 97.8326948 0.018169369 0.075688957
186 98.0060815 52 97.8903851 0.01556387 0.055127547
187 98.01382 53 97.94519 0.012997204 0.036108302
188 98.0214736 54 97.9972962 0.01046853 0.018489861
189 98.0290437 55 98.0468748 0.007977032 0.002146134
Table 4 Statistics for different learning rates using Shannon Entropy and Tanh activation function for the last 10 iterations.
Actual output using Shannon Entropy and Tanh activation function
Statistics LR = 0.1 LR= 0.2 LR= 0.3 LR= 0.4
Mean 0.979981818 0.978820582 0.977894126 0.965115363
STD 0.000189985 0.001016079 0.001860713 0.009937387
Max 0.98026186 0.980266689 0.980468748 0.981310499
Min 0.979697098 0.977244561 0.974930825 0.954287507
Table 5 Statistics for the actual output using different learning rates (Shannon Entropy and Cauchy activation functions).
Actual output using Shannon Entropy and Cauchy activation function
Statistics LR= 0.1 LR= 0.2 LR= 0.3 LR= 0.4
Mean 0.980213447 0.980040116 0.979939444 0.979807461
STD 1.20972E-05 0.000158277 0.000239721 0.000323086
Max 0.980231413 0.980273022 0.980290437 0.980278168
Min 0.980195453 0.979802508 0.979577778 0.979317609
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Figure 3 The actual outputs and MSE for the last 10 iterations using MSE and Cauchy activation function for different learning rates.
Table 6 Comparing the no. of iterations, degree of convergence and Mean Square Error using Cauchy and Tanh activation function.
Learning rate Degree of convergence % No. of Iterations MSE
Cauchy Tanh Cauchy Tanh Cauchy Tanh
0.1 68.5662297 68.4983055 72 19 0.009880819 0.009923568
0.2 68.449192 68.527031 18 11 0.009954535 0.009905478
0.3 68.947557 68.9775886 13 3 0.009642542 0.0096239
0.4 69.3911665 69.6624284 10 2 0.009369007 0.009203682
204 H.A.K. Radythe degree of convergence is an increasing sequence but Shan-
non Error Entropy is a decreasing sequence until the stopping
criterion met. The last iteration shows that the degree of con-
vergence using tanh is higher than the degree of convergence
using Cauchy activation function.
Table 4 shows a statistic including the mean, Standard
Deviation, Max and Min for the different learning rates
shown in the table using Tanh activation function. It shows
that:
1. The mean value of the actual outputs using learning
rate = 0.1 is the largest while for learning rate = 0.4
it is the lowest.
2. The largest maximum value of the actual output occurs
when learning rate = 0.4 and it has also the slowest
minimum value.
Table 5 shows a statistic contains Mean, Standard Devia-
tion Max and Min. the table shows that:
1. The Mean value for learning rate = 0.1 is the largest.
2. The maximum value for learning rate = 0.3 is the largest.
3. The minimum value for learning rate = 0.4 is the lowest.7. Simulated results for Mean Square Error
In this section, the Mean Square Error was used as a cost func-
tion. Two different activation functions and different learning
rates were used to compare the results as follows.
Fig. 3a shows the actual output using the last 10 iterations
and Cauchy activation function for different learning rates
shown in the ﬁgure. All represents an increasing sequence of
the actual outputs until the last iteration. At the beginning
of these last 10 iterations, we ﬁnd that for learning rate = 0.1
the actual output is the nearest to the desired output than all
the others. At the last iteration all the four curves are nearly
coincide. Fig. 3b showing a decreasing sequences until the
stopping criteria met. At the beginning of these iterations,
we ﬁnd that the MSE using learning rate = 0.1 is the lowest.
At the last iteration all the errors nearly coincide.
Table 6 compares the degree of convergence, the number of
iterations and the Mean Square Error for both Cauchy and
Tanh activation functions. It shows that:
1. Tanh activation function produces number of itera-
tions less than its counterpart using Cauchy activation
function for all learning rates.
Figure 4 Actual outputs and MSE using Cauchy and Tanh activation functions for the last 10 Iterations when learning rate = 0.2.
Table 7 Actual output and MSE for Cauchy and Tanh activation functions for the last 10 iterations when the learning rate = 0.2.
Learning rate = 0.2
Actual output Actual output MSE
IT. No. Cauchy IT. No. Tanh Cauchy Tanh
7 0.633448978 0 0.572145876 0.013435965 0.018305915
8 0.638023957 1 0.615592769 0.013102666 0.014776892
9 0.642779943 2 0.635498227 0.012760617 0.013286154
10 0.647773512 3 0.646757653 0.01240635 0.012478016
11 0.653048635 4 0.654527756 0.012037525 0.011935107
12 0.658638736 5 0.6609408 0.011652751 0.011496114
13 0.664567775 6 0.666932166 0.011251478 0.011093418
14 0.670850646 7 0.672903447 0.01083393 0.010699215
15 0.677493174 8 0.679005457 0.010401065 0.01030375
16 0.68449192 9 0.68527031 0.009954535 0.009905478
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than all other learning rates.
3. When the learning rate increases, the number of itera-
tions decreases for both activation functions.
4. The degree of convergence is the largest when learning
rate = 0.4 using Tanh activation function.
Fig. 4a shows an increasing sequences for the actual out-
puts using both Cauchy and Tanh activation functions for
the last 10 iterations and learning rate = 0.2. At the beginning
of these last 10 iterations, we ﬁnd that Cauchy activation
function causes a more convergence to the actual output to
the desired output than using Tanh activation function. At
the last iteration the actual output nearly coincide to eachother. Fig. 4b shows the Mean Square Error using Cauchy
and Tanh activation functions. At the beginning of these iter-
ations, we ﬁnd that the MSE using Cauchy is less than the
MSE using Tanh activation function. At the last iteration they
are nearly coincide.
Table 7 shows the actual output and Mean Square Error
using learning rate = 0.2 for the last 10 iterations. It follows
that:
1. The actual outputs represents an increasing sequence
until the last iteration.
2. The Mean Square Error represents a decreasing
sequence until the stopping criterion met.
Figure 5 Comparing the number of iterations using Shannon
Entropy and MSE.
Table 10 Comparing the degree of convergence and the error
using Cauchy activation function for learning rate = 0.1 for
the last 10 iterations.
Cauchy activation function using learning rate = 0.1
Degree of convergence (%) Error
Shannon MSE Shannon MSE
98.0195453 66.116323 0.011104711 0.011481036
98.0199458 66.3846572 0.010972519 0.011299913
98.0203461 66.6543839 0.010840435 0.011119301
98.0207461 66.9253177 0.010708457 0.010939346
98.0211459 67.1972758 0.010576586 0.010760187
98.0215455 67.4700779 0.010444823 0.010581958
98.0219448 67.7435467 0.010313165 0.010404788
98.0223439 68.0175081 0.010181615 0.010228798
98.0227427 68.2917914 0.010050171 0.010054105
98.0231413 68.5662297 0.009918833 0.009880819
206 H.A.K. Rady3. The last iteration indicates that the degree of conver-
gence using Tanh activation function is greater than
its counterpart using Cauchy activation function.
4. The MSE using Tanh activation function is less than
the MSE using Cauchy activation function.8. Results for comparing Shannon Entropy and Mean Square
Error
In this section, the Shannon Entropy and MSE were used as a
cost function. Two different activation functions and different
learning rates were used to compare the results as follows.
Fig. 5a compares the number of iterations using Cauchy
activation function between the Shannon Entropy and MSE
and shows that the number of iterations using MSE is less thanTable 8 Comparing the number of iterations for different learning
Comparing the number of iterations using Shannon Entropy and MSE
Learning rate Cauchy
Shannon Entropy M
0.1 2782 7
0.2 335 1
0.3 190 1
0.4 161 1
Table 9 Comparing the degree of convergence using Cauchy an
different learning rates.
Comparing the degree of convergence (%) using Shannon Entropy and M
Learning rate Cauchy
Shannon Entropy MSE
0.1 98.0231 68.566
0.2 98.0273 68.449
0.3 98.029 68.947
0.4 98.0278 69.391the number of iterations using Shannon Entropy. While
Fig. 5b compares the number of iterations using Tanh activa-
tion function between the Shannon Entropy and MSE and
shows that the number of iterations using MSE also less than
the number of iterations using Shannon Entropy.
Table 8 compares the number of iterations using Shannon
Entropy and Mean Square Error for different learning rates
with Cauchy and Tanh activation functions. It shows that:
1. Generally the number of iterations decreases when the
learning rates in the table increases except for learning
rate = 0.4 using Shannon Entropy.
2. MSE speeds the rate of convergence than Shannon
Entropy for both Cauchy and Tanh activation func-
tions for each learning rate.
3. For learning rate = 0.1, Shannon Entropy produces
the largest number of iterations.rates using Cauchy and Tanh activation functions.
Tanh
SE Shannon Entropy MSE
2 343 19
8 81 11
3 56 3
0 62 2
d Tanh activation functions (Shannon Entropy and MSE) for
SE
Tanh
Shannon Entropy MSE
2297 98.026186 68.4983055
192 98.0266689 68.527031
557 98.0468748 68.9775886
1665 98.1310499 69.6624284
Figure 6 Comparing the actual outputs and SEE versus MSE using Cauchy activation function for learning rate = 0.1.
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number of iterations.
Table 9 compares the degree of convergence for Shannon
Entropy and MSE using the two activation functions Tanh
and Cauchy. It shows that:Figure 7 Comparing the actual outputs and SEE versus MS1. For all learning rates the degree of convergence using
Shannon Entropy is greater than its counterpart using
MSE.
2. The largest degree of convergence occurred by Shan-
non Entropy when learning rate = 0.4 using Tanh acti-
vation function.E using Tanh activation function for learning rate = 0.1.
208 H.A.K. Rady3. For MSE, the smallest degree of convergence occurs
when learning rate = 0.1 using Tanh activation
function.
Table 10 compares the degree of convergence and the error
using Shannon Entropy and MSE for the last 10 iterations
using Cauchy activation function and learning rate = 0.1.
The table shows that:
1. The degree of convergence represented as an increasing
sequence until the last iteration met.
2. The Error represented as a decreasing sequence until
the stopping criteria met.
3. The degree of convergence using Shannon Entropy is
more than its counterpart using MSE.
Fig. 6a represents a decreasing sequence for SEE and MSE
using Cauchy activation function and learning rate = 0.1. At
the beginning of these iterations, we ﬁnd that the SEE is less
than the MSE. At the last iteration they represent two coincide
points. Fig. 6b shows that the actual output using Shannon
Entropy is larger than its counterpart using MSE for every
iteration.
Fig. 7a shows that the actual output using Shannon Entro-
py is larger than its counterpart using MSE for every iteration.
Fig. 7b represents a decreasing sequence for SEE and MSE
using Tanh activation function and learning rate = 0.2. At
the beginning of these iterations, we ﬁnd that the MSE is less
than the SEE. At the last iteration they represent nearly two
coincide points.
Table 11 compares the degree of convergence and the error
using Shannon Entropy and MSE for the last 10 iterations
using Tanh activation function and learning rate = 0.2. The
table shows that:
1. The degree of convergence represented as an increasing
sequence until the last iteration met.
2. The Error represented as a decreasing sequence until
the stopping criteria met.
3. The degree of convergence using Shannon Entropy is
more than its counterpart using MSE.Table 11 the degree of convergence and SEE versus MSE
using Shannon Entropy and MSE for the last 10 iterations
using learning rate = 0.2.
Tanh activation function for learning rate = 0.2
Degree of convergence % Error
Shannon MSE SEE MSE
97.7244561 57.2145876 0.115762983 0.018305915
97.7626102 61.5592769 0.101414051 0.014776892
97.7994916 63.5498227 0.087774391 0.013286154
97.8351606 64.6757653 0.074798755 0.012478016
97.869674 65.4527756 0.062445377 0.011935107
97.903085 66.09408 0.050675664 0.011496114
97.935444 66.6932166 0.03945391 0.011093418
97.9667983 67.2903447 0.02874705 0.010699215
97.9971926 67.9005457 0.01852443 0.01030375
98.0266689 68.527031 0.008757602 0.0099054789. Conclusions
Slow convergence and long training times are still the disad-
vantages mentioned using neural networks. In this paper, we
present a comparative study between Shannon Entropy and
Mean Square Errors for improving the training efﬁciency
(degree of convergence and convergence rate) of Multilayer
Backpropagation Neural Network Algorithms. Minimizing
the Error using MSE was derived. Shannon Entropy Estimator
was also derived. Several concluding remarks were obtained in
Sections 6–8. We also outline the following conclusions:
1. Mean Square Error speeds the convergence than Shan-
non Entropy.
2. The degree of convergence using Shannon Entropy is
higher than the degree of convergence using MSE.
3. Generally speaking, all the number of iterations using
Shannon Entropy is greater than the number of itera-
tions using MSE for all activation functions and all
learning rates.
4. The actual output using Shannon Entropy is greater
than the actual output using MSE for arctangent and
Cauchy activation functions and all learning rates.
5. The arctangent activation function increases the con-
vergence rate (speeds the convergence) than the Cauchy
activation function using both Shannon Entropy and
MSE, since the number of iterations using arctangent
activation function is less than the number of iterations
using Cauchy activation function for Shannon Entropy
and MSE and all learning rates.
6. When the learning rate increases, the number of itera-
tions decreases for Shannon Entropy and MSE cost
functions and also for arctangent and Cauchy activa-
tion functions. On the other hand, increasing the
learning rate speeds the convergence of the Backprob-
agation Neural Network for the cost and activation
functions.
7. For the same learning rate, the number of iterations
using arctangent activation function is less than the
number of iterations using Cauchy activation function.References
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